
Fools, Traitors, and You 
 

A Son, steals his mother’s guns, kills her, takes his brother’s ID, breaks into a school, murders 6 adults 

and 20 children, then commits suicide as Law Enforcement approaches.     That’s 30+ separate crimes 

prior to the self inflicted termination of his chosen rampage.      Since that Criminal Assault by a Mental 

Incompetent in a Government Ordained Victim Killing Zone… it’s become PC to blame the guns and the 

law abiding citizens who own them.    Minimal attention is directed at why this mental incompetent 

decided to kill people.    Little effort is expended casting light upon a medical system that withholds 

treatment, provides psychotic drugs, and avoids addressing the needs of the mentally incompetent.   Even 

less regard is given to why law abiding citizens of every age are forced to operate in publicly advertised 

Victim Killing Zones.    We are continually told that the problem is GUNS and that the solution is to 

control them.     

 

Gun Control is a popularized misleading statement.   Its true definition is the reduction or elimination… 

of EVERY law abiding person’s ability to fight back, to resist what ever attack is forced upon them, to 

survive the assault on their Life, Liberty, and Pursuit of Happiness.     Gun Control is a Declaration of 

War upon every word in the Constitution….Especially those words in the 2
nd
 Amendment that represent 

the foundational stones upon which the document and the Nation were built.   The Gun Control argument 

is falsely and purposely framed in the context of Hunting, Target Shooting, Outdated Military Relevance, 

or Misunderstood Original Intent.     No honest discussion is offered on the true intent, purpose, or current 

day necessity of the 2
nd
 Amendment.   We The People are being led down a perilous path by Pied Pipers 

who refuse to reveal their agenda.      How and Why…would anyone seek to mislead us? 

 

The HOW…is in those false framings.   The 2
nd
 Amendment has no actual or implied link to Hunting or 

Target Shooting.    The Factual Historical writings of the 250 plus Founders clearly explain the true 

meaning and original intent of the 2
nd
.     It is a guarantee that the GOVERNMENT will NOT Interfere 

with any law abiding citizen’s ability to possess his/her own arms similar too or equal with those 

possessed by the common foot shoulder….IE a rifle and/or pistol plus ammunition.    It doesn’t authorize 

the individual to a tank, a surface to air missile, or an F-16.    It insures the citizen has (or nearly has) the 

common foot soldier’s current weapon(s).    It restricts the government from denying the individual 

citizen a fighting chance against tyrannical attack from any threat foreign or domestic.     The 2
nd
 is just as 

relevant today as it was 230+ years in the past.     Why do those Pied Pipers of Gun Control lie to you? 

 

The Why…is explained in two general categories.    Some News Purveyors, Government Officials, and 

Talking Heads speak from ignorance derived by their failure to check the source or the content.    They 

repeatedly deliver the approved text ultimately believing it because they all said it.    A collection of fools 

never finds the door in a smoke filled room.    Others present the Gun Control Façade because they fully 

understand the potential dictatorial advantage gained by disarming a society.    They desire CHANGE 

according to their definition of what is best, but fail to define best in the HOPE you will not realize the 

direction of… or outcome to their chosen path.    Traitors never have good intentions. 

 

Who is protecting your interests?   Who is working for your benefit?     Who has your back? 

 

Is it the Fools, The Traitors, or law abiding citizens like YOU? 
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